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Members of the EHT team at Telescopes
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The Largest Black Holes on the Sky

3C 279
1700 RS
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Curtis 1918
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Jet in 3C 279

Cheung 2002

39 kpc
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Sgr A* M87 3C279

Black Hole Mass
(Msun)

4.1 x 106 6.5 x 109 8 x 108

Redshift 0.00428 0.536

Distance
(Angular diameter)

8.0 kpc 17 Mpc 1.4 Gpc

Length Scale at 20 
µas

0.2 AU
~2 RS

0.0017 pc
~2 RS

0.13 pc
~1700 RS

X-ray Luminosity
(erg s-1)

1035 4 x 1040 1046

Jet Inclination 
Angle

? 17 deg ~2 deg



A Highly 
Variable Source

SMA:  Gurwell et al BU Blazar Group:  Marscher et al



A Dynamic 
Jet

15 GHz 
VLBA

MOJAVE Program
Lister et al
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Time Variable Structure



Daily Images



Relative Motions



Alternate Models of Motion



Superluminal 
Motion

G>20 à v > 0.998 c



Superluminal Motion Demo

Dan Homan



Superluminal Motion Distribution

43 GHz VLBA:  Jorstad et al 2017 M87:  Asada et al 2013

3C 279



Historical Jet Bending



Models for the Bend



Jet Simulation
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Meerkat+GBT

The Galactic Center
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Strong Evidence for a Black Hole

GRAVITY Collaboration 2018



Schwarzschild Precession

GRAVITY Collaboration 2020

S2:  12’/orbit
Mercury:  43”/century



MM VLBI Imaging of Sgr A*

width at half maximum (FWHM) of 43z14
{8 mas where errors are 3s.

On the assumption of a Gaussian profile, the intrinsic size of Sgr A*
can be extracted from our measurement assuming that the scatter
broadening adds in quadrature with the intrinsic size. At a wave-
length of 1.3mm the scattering size extrapolated from previous
longer-wavelength VLBI13 is 22 mas along a position angle 80u degrees
east of north on the sky, closely aligned with the orientation of the
ARO/SMT–JCMT baseline. Removing the scattering effects results in
a 3s range for the intrinsic size of Sgr A* equal to 37z16

{10 mas. The 3s
intrinsic size upper limit at 1.3mm, combined with a lower limit to
the mass of Sgr A* of 43 105 solar masses,M[, from proper-motion
work14,15, yields a lower limit for the mass density of
9.33 1022M[ pc23. This limit is an order of magnitude larger than
previous estimates7, and two orders of magnitude below the critical
density required for a black hole of 43 106M[. This density lower

limit and central mass would rule out most alternatives to a black
hole for Sgr A* because other concentrations of matter would have
collapsed or evaporated on timescales that are short compared with
the age of the Milky Way16.

Figure 2 shows both observed and intrinsic sizes for Sgr A* over a
wide range of wavelengths along with the scattering model13 and the
weighted least-squares power-law fit to the intrinsic size measure-
ments. At 1.3mm wavelength the interstellar scattering size is less
than the intrinsic size, demonstrating that VLBI at this wavelength
can directly detect structures in Sgr A* on event-horizon scales. The
intrinsic size dependence on wavelength, la (a5 1.446 0.07, 1s),
confirms that the Sgr A* emission region is stratified, with different
wavelengths probing spatially distinct layers. The la fit also provides
an improved extrapolation to intrinsic sizes at submillimetre wave-
lengths consistent with emissionmodels that produce X-ray emission

Table 1 | VLBI detections of SgrA* on the ARO/SMT–JCMT baseline at 1.3mm wavelength

Date (UT) Correlated flux density (Jy) SNR Residual delay (ns) Residual delay rate (ps s21) Projected baseline length (106l)

10 April 2007 12:20 0.38 5.8 24.9 20.29 3,558
11 April 2007 11:00 0.37 5.0 27.2 20.25 3,443
11 April 2007 11:40 0.34 5.4 27.9 20.21 3,535
11 April 2007 12:00 0.31 5.8 28.0 20.19 3,556

Columns are observation date, correlated flux density on the ARO/SMT–JCMT baseline, signal to noise ratio of the VLBI detection, delay and delay-rate residual to the correlator model, and the
baseline length projected in the direction of SgrA*. Each detectionwasmade by incoherently averaging23 theVLBI signal and searching for a peak in signal to noise ratio over a range of618 ns in delay
and62 ps s21 in delay rate (500 Nyquist sampled search points). For detections on 11 April, data were averaged over 10-min observing scans. The detection on 10 April averaged two 10-min scans
together at 12:20 and 12:40 UT to increase integration time. The offset in residual delay between 10 April and 11 April is due to slowly varying instrumental effects and is seen at this same level for
nearby quasar calibrators. The statistics of VLBI fringe detection with incoherent averaging are non-Gaussian, and the probability of false detection (the chance a pure noise spike couldmasquerade
as a detection) is a very sharp function of SNR. In the fringe searches on theARO/SMT–JCMTbaseline, for example, SNR of 4.5 is required to give a robust probability of false detection of,1026, and
for SNR of 5.8 in the incoherent fringe search, the probability of false detection is below 1029. Out of a total of 15 separate 10-min scans, SgrA* was detected four times on the ARO/SMT–JCMT
baseline. Given the strength of these detections, onewould expect a higher detection rate than the observed 25%. The low detection rate could be due to intrinsic variations in SgrA* flux density, but
it is more likely to be due to a combination of both pointing errors and variable atmospheric coherence, which would lower fringe search sensitivity, especially at the low elevations at which all sites
observed Sgr A*. To convert to Jy, data were calibrated using system temperature, opacity and gain measurements made at all sites.
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Figure 1 | Fitting the size of SgrA* with 1.3mm wavelength VLBI. Shown
are the correlated flux density data on the ARO/SMT–CARMA and ARO/
SMT–JCMT baselines plotted against projected baseline length (errors are
1s). Squares show ARO/SMT–CARMA baseline data and triangles show
ARO/SMT–JCMT data, with open symbols for 10 April and filled symbols
for 11 April. The solid line shows the weighted least-squares best fit to a
circular Gaussian brightness distribution, with FWHM size of 43.0 mas. The
dotted line shows a uniform thick-ring model with an inner diameter of
35 mas and an outer diameter of 80 mas convolved with scattering effects due
to the interstellar medium. The total flux density measurement made with
theCARMAarray over both days of observing (2.46 0.25 Jy : 1s) is shown as
a filled circle. An upper limit for flux density of 0.6 Jy, derived from non-
detections on the JCMT–CARMA baseline, is represented with an arrow
near a baseline length of 3,0753 106l.
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Figure 2 | Observed and intrinsic size of SgrA* as a function of
wavelength. Red circles show major-axis observed sizes of SgrA* from
VLBI observations (all errors 3s). Data from wavelengths of 6 cm to 7mm
are from ref. 13, data at 3.5mm are from ref. 7, and data at 1.3mm are from
the observations reported here. The solid line is the best-fit l2 scattering law
from ref. 13, and is derived from measurements made at l. 17 cm. Below
this line, measurements of the intrinsic size of SgrA* are dominated by
scattering effects, while measurements that fall above the line indicate
intrinsic structures that are larger than the scattering size (a ‘source-
dominated’ regime). Green points show derived major-axis intrinsic sizes
from 2 cm, l, 1.3mm and are fitted with a la power law (a5 1.446 0.07,
1s) shown as a dotted line. When the 1.3-mm point is removed from the fit,
the power-law exponent becomes a5 1.566 0.11 (1s).
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observed time variability of Sgr A* in the submm to xray bands (Baganoff et al. 2001, Genzel et 

al. 2003, Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2006, Marrone et al. 2008).   

SgrA* was observed in April 2007 using a three station VLBI array (ARO/SMT, CARMA, 

JCMT) at a wavelength of 1.3mm (Doeleman et al. 2008).  This measurement implies a size for 

SgrA* of only 3.7
!1.0

+1.6 Rsch (3") assuming a circular Gaussian model (1 Rsch = 10µas = 0.1AU).  

This demonstrates that we can observe SgrA* at frequencies where the intrinsic structure is not 

obscured by the ISM, it validates technical systems developed to perform these observations, and 

it confirms compact structure on event horizon scales within SgrA*.  The new measured intrinsic 

size for Sgr A* is less than the smallest apparent size predicted for emission surrounding a non-

spinning black hole (due to gravitational lensing), underscoring the ability of VLBI to probe GR 

in the strong-field limit (Figure 1).   

Figure 1: (Left) A symmetric 

emitting surface surrounding 

a black hole is gravitationally 

lensed to appear larger than 

its true diameter.  Here the 

apparent size is plotted as a 

function of the actual object 

size: the solid black line 

shows the apparent diameter 

with lensing by a non-

spinning black hole, and the 

dashed line with no lensing 

effects included.  The intrinsic 

size of SgrA* observed with 

1.3mm VLBI (horizontal red 

line) is smaller than the minimum apparent size of the black hole event horizon (labeled ‘Event Horizon’) suggesting 

that the submm emission of SgrA* must be offset from the black hole position.  This can be understood in the context 

of General Relativistic MHD accretion simulations (right), which exhibit compact regions of emission due to 

Doppler enhancement of the approaching side of an accretion disk (model courtesy S. Noble and C. Gammie).  Jet 

models also produce emission peaks that are spatially offset from the black hole position (Falcke & Markoff 2000). 

These initial results are promising, but technical advances over the next decade will significantly 

enhance submm-VLBI observations of Sgr A*.  Investments by the global astronomical 

community in submm facilities mean that future VLBI arrays will include many more antennas, 

enabling true imaging of Sgr A*.  Increases in recorded bandwidth of VLBI systems will, in turn, 

boost array sensitivities and allow full polarization imaging.  Improved VLBI frequency 

standards will extend VLBI to 0.8mm and 0.65mm wavelengths where interstellar scattering is 

negligible and array resolutions approach ~10 micro arcseconds (1 Rsch). 

2. Using submm-VLBI to Answer Fundamental Questions of BH Physics 

2.1. Observing Strong GR Effects: Was Einstein Right? 

Einstein’s theory of General Relativity has been tested and verified to high precision in the 

weak-field limit, including tests on Earth, observations within our solar system, and by using 

pulsars as extremely accurate cosmic clocks (Will 2006).  Tests of GR in the strong-field regime 

are much more difficult since they require astronomical measurements of the most extreme 

cosmic environments on very fine spatial scales.  Extraordinary ‘movies’ made with NIR 

adaptive optics show stars orbiting Sgr A*, with one approaching within 45AU, or some 570 

Rsch, of the black hole (Ghez et al. 2008).  Modeling of these orbits yields the best mass estimates 
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The Current State of the Art

Issaoun et al 2019



EHT Polarization of Sgr A*

Johnson et al 2015



EHT Campaigns
<2017 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Stations SMT, 
CARMA, 
SMA, JCMT
APEX

SPT, ALMA, 
APEX, SMA, 
JCMT, LMT,
SMT, PV

SPT, ALMA, 
APEX, SMA, 
JCMT, LMT, 
SMT, PV, 
GLT

SPT, ALMA, 
APEX, SMA, 
JCMT, LMT, 
SMT, PV, 
GLT

SPT, ALMA, 
APEX, SMA, 
JCMT, LMT, 
SMT, PV, 
GLT, KP, 
NOEMA

SPT, ALMA, 
APEX, SMA, 
JCMT, LMT, 
SMT, PV, 
GLT, KP, 
NOEMA

Bandwidth 32 Gbps 64 Gbps 64 Gbps 64 Gbps 64 Gbps
Results
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EHT Future
•Sgr A*!

•Polarimetry

•AGN, Pulsars

• 2018 & 2021 Epochs

•Multi-wavelength Data

•Movies

•Higher image fidelity

•More sources


